Development and validation using ground truth of a method to identify potential release areas of snow avalanches based on watershed delineation
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Abstract. Snow avalanches are a prevalent threat in mountain territories. Large-scale mapping of avalanche prone terrain is a prerequisite for land-use planning where historical information about past events is lacunar. To this aim, the most common approach is the identification of Potential Release Areas (PRAs) followed by numerical avalanche simulations. Existing methods for identifying PRAs rely on terrain analysis. Despite their efficiency, they suffer from i) a lack of systematic validation on the basis of adapted metrics and past observations over large areas and ii) a limited ability to distinguish PRAs corresponding to individual avalanche paths. The latter may preclude performing numerical simulations corresponding to individual avalanche events, questioning the realism of resulting hazard assessments. In this paper, a method that well identifies individual snow avalanche PRAs based on terrain parameters and watershed delineation is developed, and confusion matrices and accuracy scores computed both in terms of PRA numbers and areas are proposed to test and evaluate it. Confrontation to an extensive cadastre of past avalanche limits from different massifs of the French Alps used as ground truth leads to high accuracy rates, between 89.8% and 93.5% in numbers and 96.2% and 97.1% in areas. This shows the applicability of the method to the French Alps context. A sensitivity study is performed, highlighting the most important steps to reach high accuracy in PRA detection, among which the strong role of watershed delineation to identify the right number of individual PRAs. Outlooks for further progresses are discussed. Notably, the proposed data and evaluation framework could be used for additional developments of the method, and to benchmark existing and/or new PRA detection methods.

1. Introduction

In mountain territories, snow avalanches are a prevalent threat, resulting in casualties and damages to buildings and critical infrastructures (Amman and Bebi, 2000; Braun et al., 2020). No countermeasures can be taken after the avalanche initiation because the time before the damageable impact is generally less than one minute. Identification of avalanche-prone terrain and subsequent hazard/risk mapping, supplemented, if necessary, by defence structures, is, therefore, the most efficient way to reduce death tolls and costs on the long range for settlements downslope (Arnalds et al., 2004; IRASMOS consortium, 2009; Eckert et al., 2012). To this aim, availability of historical information concerning avalanche location, frequency and magnitude is crucial (Giacona et al., 2017). For instance, spatial statistics can be used to interpolate the data available from a sample of paths (Lavigne et al. 2012; 2017) in order to assess avalanche hazard over large areas. However, even in the best-
documented areas, historical information is far from exhaustive, and, in many mountain territories, it remains quasi-absent. The standard approach to delineate avalanche-prone terrain is then the automatic identification of Potential Release Areas (PRAs) on the basis of terrain analysis followed by numerical (Naaim et al., 2004; Bartelt et al., 2012) and/or statistical-numerical avalanche simulations (Keylock et al., 1999; Eckert et al., 2010; Fischer et al., 2015). In these, PRA identification supplemented by snow cover information from neighbouring meteorological stations or reanalyses provide the input conditions for avalanche simulations, which define hazard and risk levels downslope (Gruber and Bartelt, 2007; Barbolini et al., 2011; Bühler et al., 2018; Ortner et al., 2022).

Wider benefits can also arise for the systematic detection of PRAs: better understanding of the avalanching process at large scale, identification of areas that need to be reforested to reduce hazard and risk, etc.

Snow avalanche PRA detection methods from terrain analysis belong to the class of susceptibility mapping methods, which are widely used for many mountain hazards (Bertrand et al., 2013; Eckert et al., 2018). Several automatic snow avalanche PRA detection methods are now available in the literature, and, since first proposals (Maggioni et al., 2002; Maggioni and Gruber, 2003), different extensions have been implemented (e.g., Sykes et al., 2021). For example, while PRAs were historically assessed independently from snow and weather conditions, Chueca Cía et al. (2014) developed a multi-criteria analysis for snow avalanche susceptibility mapping that uses wind directions and snowdrift to identify PRAs in a dynamic way. Also, while most of existing approaches are deterministic (e.g., Bühler et al., 2013), Veitinger et al. (2016) apply fuzzy logic to relate past release areas to slope, roughness and a shelter wind index. Similarly, Kumar et al. (2019) detect PRAs in the Lahaul region of Western Himalaya using a probabilistic occurrence ratio and Yariyan et al. (2020) identify more broadly “avalanche sensitive areas” using different statistical models.

Most of PRA detection methods use forest cover and geomorphologic features such as slope, plan curvature, aspect, and distance to ridges as decisive factors. For instance, distance to ridges is generally retained as a useful quantity because it is a proxy for snowdrift, which is known to be an important triggering factor (e.g., Lehning et al., 2000). Also, forests limit avalanche release by anchoring snowpack and, more generally, lower avalanche hazard and risk downslope (Bebi et al., 2009; Zgheib et al., 2022), so that presence of a dense forest is often considered as sufficient to exclude a given location from PRAs (e.g., Maggioni et al. 2002). However, there are many disagreements between researchers about i) the exact choice and respective importance of the different factors to be used in PRA detection, and ii) the best parameter values/thresholds to be specified to reach maximal accuracy. For instance, in Maggioni et al. (2002), retained factors are slope, aspect, curvature, forest presence, and distance to ridges, whereas Bühler et al. (2013) consider, in addition, information about roughness and flow direction. Also, it is generally admitted that, for slopes steeper than 60°, snow accumulation is low (e.g., Maggioni and Gruber, 2003). Yet, the range of slopes to be retained in automated PRA detection remains debated, as i) the true range of slopes over which avalanche release is actually possible remains uncertain (e.g., it varies with snow conditions, Schweizer et al., 2003; Naaim et al., 2013), ii) it is not independent of the chosen Digital Elevation Model (DEM) resolution. Hence, the 28-60° range is selected in Veitinger et al. (2016) using a DEM with a 2m resolution, but 28-55° is preferred in Aydin and Eker (2017) using a DEM with a resolution of 10 m, and 25-40° is used in Kumar et al. (2019). Similarly, the range of elevations where PRAs are searched is very dependent on the region of the world. Aydin and Eker (2017) consider the 1000-4000m a.s.l. range in Turkey, while Kumar et al. (2019) adapt this range to higher mountain environments with a minimal elevation fixed to 2800m a.s.l.

Eventually, dynamic PRA mapping methods consider snow and weather factors. Chueca Cía et al. (2014) make
use of a multi-scale roughness adjusted to snow depth and of a shelter wind index whereas other parameters describing the climatology (snowfall, temperature change, precipitation), lithology and land use are accounted for in Yariyan et al. (2020). Important characteristics of existing PRA detection methods is their limited ability to distinguish PRAs corresponding to individual avalanche paths/events. Indeed, PRA detection methods mostly focus on terrain characteristics at the pixel scale. Hence, they do not easily segment large areas where factors are favourable to avalanche release (suitable slope, roughness, etc.) in different PRAs compatible with the physical processes involved in snow avalanching (Schweizer, 2003). This may lead to unrealistically wide PRAs that, on the field, correspond to different avalanche paths/events. This drawback is critical for their use for hazard assessment downslope, as it may preclude performing numerical simulations corresponding to realistic individual avalanche events.

To evaluate the performance of PRA detection methods, most studies use recorded avalanches (Maggioni and Gruber, 2003; Bühler et al., 2013; Veitinger et al., 2016), with historical information provided either by local observers after each event or by interviewing local people. Evaluation is often qualitative, and confront the detected PRAs with avalanches boundaries obtained from residents (Aydin and Eker, 2017), from aerial or satellite photographs (Bühler et al., 2019) or from avalanche simulations (Nolting et al., 2018). Over the recent years, more quantitative evaluation methods have gained popularity in the snow avalanche field, notably to assess the efficiency of snow avalanche detection from satellite images (e.g., Karas et al., 2021), or of the prediction of snow avalanche occurrences on the basis of snow and weather conditions (Sielenou et al., 2021). These advanced evaluation approaches use different metrics to quantify overall performance based on long historical records or large-scale field data taken as ground truth. Considered metrics include probabilistic occurrence ratios (summed-up as confusion matrices) and receiver operating characteristic – area under curve (ROC-AUC criteria). To our knowledge, despite the strong development over the last years of competing PRA detection methods, these quantitative evaluation methods remain very seldom used so far (Bühler et al., 2018) to evaluate their respective efficiency, advantages and limits in an objective way. This lack is partially attributable to the fact that information about avalanche release areas is even sparser than information about avalanches in general, as avalanche release typically occurs in remote uninhabited and/or difficult/dangerous-to-access areas. On this basis, we propose in this paper an automatic detection method that well identifies individual PRAs, and a framework to test and evaluate it. The objective of our approach is to identify all locations where an avalanche can potentially occur. There is no notion of frequency, meaning that avalanche releases may occur very frequently in certain PRAs we detect, and extremely rarely in others. Also, our definition of an individual PRA is the maximal extension corresponding to the release of a single avalanche event. Hence, in practice, many avalanche releases may concern a (potentially small) fraction of a single PRA, especially for the largest PRAs we detect. Following existing literature, our method uses topographical parameters (minimal elevation, range of slopes, maximum distance to ridges) and presence of forests as key factors. Main novelty is to include watershed delineation within the PRA identification, which provides spatial entities more comparable to avalanche paths. Development of the proposed method is guided by an extensive cadastre of past avalanche limits from different massifs of the French Alps used as ground truth. Several quantitative criteria are used to assess the performance of the method, but also to perform a sensitivity analysis highlighting the most important steps to reach high accuracy in PRA detection. Obtained accuracy rates in different massifs show the efficiency of the proposed method in the overall French Alps.
context. We also demonstrate the strong role of watershed delineation to identify the right number of individual PRAs. In what follows, Sect. 2. presents the different datasets used. Sect. 3 introduces the proposed PRA detection method and evaluation framework. Sect. 4 details the results for considered test areas. Sect 5. sums up the main outcomes of the work, discusses pro’s and con’s of the proposed approach, and points out outlooks for further applications and developments.

2 Data

2.1 Study areas

In this paper, we focus on the French Alps and its classical segmentation into 23 massifs for snow-climate reanalyses and operational snow avalanche forecasting (e.g., Durand et al.; 2009a; 2009b; Evin et al., 2021).

Despite the high exposure to snow avalanche risk of this territory, no automated PRA detection method was systematically applied in it so far. For this study, three entire massifs with different characteristics are specifically considered to illustrate and evaluate the detection method: Mont-Blanc, Chartreuse, and Maurienne (Figure 1). In addition, a focus is made on a smaller test area close to the town of Chamonix, so as to highlight some results and deepen the analyses at a fine spatial resolution.

Figure 1: Study areas: 3 entire massifs (within the 23 massifs of the French Alps) and a highlighted test area close to the town of Chamonix Mont-Blanc and included within the Mont-Blanc massif. Digital Elevation Model ©IGN.
The Mont-Blanc massif reaches an elevation of 4,809 m a.s.l. at the Mont-Blanc summit (top of Western Europe), and it is mainly composed of granite and gneiss. The valley of Chamonix is reputed for mountaineering, but also to be extremely exposed to snow avalanches. A tragic example is the snow avalanches of Montroc (9 February 1999), which led to the loss of twelve residents and the devastation of fourteen chalets (Ancey et al., 2000). The massif of Chartreuse is a massif of the Prealps, mainly composed of limestone. This massif is less subject to snow avalanches because of its lower elevation (highest point is Chamechaude at 2,082 m a.s.l.), but destructive snow avalanches occurred in it in the past, such as in Saint-Hilaire-du-Touvet (Ancey et al., 1999). The Maurienne massif has an intermediate elevation (highest peak reaches 3,160 m a.s.l.). Its economy is strongly oriented towards winter sports, and several of its large ski areas are threatened by avalanches.

### 2.2 DEM and forest cover

Topographic information used in the proposed PRA detection method is classically derived from a DEM. We used the reference 25 m resolution DEM from the French National Geographical Institute (IGN). While DEM with finer resolutions are now easily available, sensitivity tests (not shown) indicated that these did not improve accuracy scores (Sect. 3.4) significantly, whereas the computational burden became much higher. We therefore chose to stick on this 25 resolution, as a good compromise to i) detect the right number and areas of PRAs (even if being certainly less precise in terms of PRA boundaries that finer resolutions, e.g. Bühler et al., 2013), and ii) being ultimately applicable over very large areas at reasonable computational costs.

In addition to the DEM, our method considers forest cover as input data. For the French Alps, three nation-wide forest cover databases can potentially be used:

- The forest database (DB forest) provided by IGN obtained from the photo-interpretation of aerial infrared photographs. 32 classes of vegetation are available (notably, as function of tree species: Aleppo pine, coniferous trees, scotch pine, etc., ADEME and IGN, 2019). This data was created in 2013;

- Corine land cover is a database of land cover based on satellite imagery, which considers five classes of vegetation (artificial surfaces, agricultural areas, forests and semi natural areas, wetlands, and water bodies, Caetano et al., 2009). It is updated every 6 years, and the 2012 version was considered for the sake of comparison with the IGN data;

- Theia database is provided by the Center Expertise Scientifique (CES), which extracts data about land use, soil humidity and snow cover from Sentinel 2A and 2B satellites (Baghdadi et al., 2021). The 2016 version was selected as the closest from 2013.

Our PRA detection method uses forest presence/absence only. We thus derived this information for the three databases in our test areas. Despite the overall quality of the three nation-wide forest cover database, visual comparison to the aerial photograph of 2012 (ground truth, Figure 2) shows that the forest presence information from Corine land cover is sometimes not accurate enough in areas where forest is not well separated from grasslands and fields. In this example, Theia appears as better in terms of forest boundaries, but is less accurate than the IGN DB forests (some forested areas are missing in Theia, whereas they are well identified in the IGN database). Overall, the IGN DB forest appears as the most accurate forest database and was thus primarily selected to be used in our PRA detection method. Sect. 4.2.4. assesses the sensitivity to this choice.
Figure 2: Comparison of forest extensions from Theia, Corine land cover, and DB Forest from IGN with aerial photographs (©IGN) taken in 2012 within the municipality of Le Sappey-en-Chartreuse, Chartreuse massif.

2.3 Avalanche extensions from the French avalanche cadastre (CLPA)

The lack of data concerning historical avalanches contributed to the Val-d’Isère disaster (11 February 1970), where an avalanche led to 39 casualties. Following this tragic event, the French government required the establishment of the CLPA cadastre. It consists in a collection of maps indicating the maximum extensions reached by avalanches in the past. CLPA is obtained using photo-interpretation, terrain observation, historical records, testimonies of residents and mountain professionals such as mountain guides, rescue services and ski resort professionals (Bourova et al., 2016; Naaïm-Bouvet and Richard, 2015). CLPA also identifies protection structures and is mainly produced at the destination of mountain professionals (Ancey, 1996). CLPA now covers most of the French Alps, but some areas within the 23 massifs are still completely uncovered (Figure 3). CLPAs are updated regularly, and the whole information is freely available at http://www.avalanches.fr (Bonnefoy et al., 2010).

The overall objective of the CLPA is to map the entire avalanche terrain, independently of any frequency consideration. Arguably, with half a century of existence, CLPA extensions are getting closer and closer to the true maximal extension of avalanche terrain. From that perspective, the CLPA cadastre exactly corresponds to what we want to map with our PRAs, except that the CLPA does not distinguish release areas from flow paths and runout zones. Regarding the testimonies, iconographic sources and photo-interpretations on which it grounds, CLPA is very reliable, meaning that an avalanche extent which is within the CLPA is almost surely a true avalanche extent. By contrast, as all avalanche cadastres, CLPA is not entirely exhaustive. Very rare avalanches may not have occurred since the CLPA exists, and avalanches may have been missed in remote areas. In addition, forest stands that keep the footprints of past events in their landscape forms (e.g., Giacona et al., 2018) are absent...
in high elevation areas. As a consequence, CLPA extensions are more exhaustive near human stakes like cities, villages and ski resorts, and less exhaustive in remote areas without stakes and which are difficult to access as well as in high elevation forest-free zones. This is for example the case for high mountain areas and/or remote valleys. Within the same line, CLPA extensions are often less exhaustive close to release areas than in runout areas. All in all, despite some limitations that may arguably be shared by many avalanche cadastres, the CLPA is a very valuable source of information regarding locations where past avalanches occurred, and, arguably, among the rare existing ones at a spatial scale as large as the entire French Alps (Bourova et al., 2016).

![Figure 3](https://doi.org/10.5194/nhess-2022-177)

Figure 3: Result of the proposed PRA detection method (Figure 5) for the test area close to the town of Chamonix. Concordances and mismatches with the French avalanche cadastre (CLPA) are highlighted.
3. Proposed PRA detection method

3.1. Calculations at the pixel scale

In this study, the detection of individual PRAs uses topographical information (distance to ridges, slopes, aspect and general curvature) calculated at the pixel scale from the DEM and a watershed delineation algorithm. PRAs are detected without any consideration of release frequency, and identified PRAs correspond, for each avalanche path, to a maximal release extension.

3.1.1 Determination of ridges

To compute the distance to ridges, we use the Geomorphon algorithm of the Grass GIS described in Jasiewicz and Stepinski (2013), which processes the DEM to classify landform elements (ridge, valley) depending on topography. Once ridges have been obtained, the smallest distance to ridges can be evaluated for each pixel of the DEM (it can be equal to 0 when a PRA is in contact with a ridge).

3.1.2 Slope, aspect and curvature

Slope is directly obtained as the first derivative of the DEM, and curvature as the second derivative (i.e. first derivative of the slope). Aspect is the maximum slope direction. Concerning curvature, three different quantities can be considered:

- Profile curvature is the curvature of the surface towards the steeper slope;
- Plan curvature is the curvature of the surface transverse to the slope direction;
- General curvature is the curvature of the surface itself. General curvature is positive in convex areas such as ridges, negative in concave areas such as valleys, and null if the plan is horizontal (Zevenbergen and Thorne, 1987). We focus on this last quantity considered as the most relevant for snow avalanching.

Slopes, aspects and general curvatures are obtained using the default option in SAGA GIS (Zevenbergen and Thorne, 1987).

3.1.3 Individualization of PRAs using watersheds

In order to obtain spatial entities which correspond to individual avalanche paths/events, a delineation method is applied as follows (Figure 4). First, slopes are calculated for a central pixel and its eight neighbours. We then compute the flow direction (Stojkovic et al., 2012). Downward or negative slopes indicate the direction where water flows and provide the flow direction and flow accumulation. The number of accumulated pixels is then obtained for each pixel of the DEM as the sum of all pixels upstream, i.e. which converge in this direction. Flow accumulation is always non-zero except for pixels located on extremities (where flow accumulation is equal to zero). Individualized watersheds are obtained from this flow accumulation values by identifying the most important flows and by attributing each pixel to one of these flows.
3.2 The different steps of the proposed PRA detection method

Figure 5 presents the PRA detection method developed in this study, based on a DEM with a resolution of 25 m and forest cover extensions from IGN DB forest. Following most of existing approaches, it is a binary deterministic classification approach based on topographical parameters that do not change with time and on the presence/absence of forests. Thresholds and parameter values are chosen according to the literature, local peculiarities of the French Alps and a systematic parametric study (Sect. 4.2). Hence, with regards to existing methods, the main novelty is to include the watershed delineation step within the PRA identification. Our detection method is composed of three main steps, which can be further decomposed into 12 steps in total:

- The first main step consists in obtaining a layer of points corresponding to filtered pixels of the DEM and for which we evaluate slope, curvature, elevation, aspect, distance to the nearest ridge as stated above, as well as the name of the corresponding massif, latitude, and longitude. First, pixels below the altitude of 1400 m are excluded, as lower elevations receive few snow in the French Alps under current climate conditions (Durand et al., 2009b) and climate projections clearly indicate a further decrease of snow accumulations in the future for these low elevations (Castebrunet et al., 2014; Verfaillie et al., 2018). Second, following Maggioni and Gruber (2003), only pixels with a slope between 28° and 60° are kept. Third, only pixels situated at less than 600 m from the closest ridge are further considered. Figure S1 in the SM shows the pdf of the distance to the closest ridge for the study area close to Chamonix, which quickly decreases with distance and is close to zero above 600 m. Hence, even if this latter filter makes sense due to the impact of snowdrift on avalanche release, it affects limited areas. Eventually, the pixels kept are converted to a layer of points;

- The second step consists in removing areas covered by a dense forest according to the DB forest of IGN;

- The last step consists in applying the delineation algorithm to individualize each PRA (Sect. 3.1.3). Only polygons with a minimal area of ten pixels (e.g., 6249 m²) are conserved. Indeed, very small PRAs are considered less prone to avalanches given the moderate amount of snow that can be accumulated on these surfaces. Also, an automated PRA detection method is primarily oriented towards large avalanches which are of interest to assess long-term risk for people and settlements downslope.

The resulting polygons are eventually converted to a vector layer. For each polygon corresponding to a PRA, different PRA-scale attributes are stored: distance to the closest ridge, name of the corresponding massif, slope, aspect, elevation, curvature, latitude, longitude, and area.
3.3 Processing of the CLPA for PRA evaluation

In this study, the evaluation of the accuracy of the detected PRAs is based on the CLPA cadaster. However, a direct comparison is meaningless. Indeed, i) there is simply no CLPA at all in some areas of the French Alps, ii) even in areas theoretically covered by CLPA, information about past avalanches in most remote zones can be missing, iii) path boundaries in CLPAs are not systematically mapped, especially in release areas. Furthermore, it is important to understand that the CLPA documents the entire maximum extensions of observed past avalanches, distinguishing photo-interpretations and testimonies, whereas our PRA detection approach only focuses on release areas. For these reasons, in order to evaluate our PRA detection method, CLPA extensions are processed as follows in order to isolate individual release areas within CLPA extensions that can be compared with our PRAs. First, all boundaries of the CLPA polygons are merged together, leading a single polygon layer representing the maximal extent of past avalanches according to available records, testimonies and photo-interpretation insights. Second, the same criteria of slope, minimal elevation, distance to ridge, and presence of forest as for PRAS are used to filter this polygon. Eventually individual PRAs are identified with the watershed delineation algorithm.
and those with a minimal area of 10 pixels are kept (Figure 6). This provides spatial entities fully comparable to automated PRAs. Sect. 5 further discusses pro’s and con’s of this processing approach to automated PRA detection evaluation.

Figure 6: Processing of the French avalanche cadaster (CLPA) that identifies individual PRAs within CLPA avalanche extensions as a validation support for the proposed PRAs detection method. (a) CLPA avalanche extensions coming from testimonies. (b) CLPA avalanche extensions coming from photo-interpretation. (c) Union of CLPA avalanche extensions. (d) Delineation of individual watersheds within CLPA avalanche extensions. Aerial photograph ©IGN 2015.
3.4 Confusion matrices and evaluation scores

Confusion matrices (Table 1) can be obtained from the comparison between the detected PRAs and the processed CLPA extensions (Sect. 3.3), the latter being considered as a reference dataset (ground truth). A confusion matrix includes four numbers (or rates, i.e. standardized numbers): true positives (TP), true negatives (TN), false positives (FP), and false negatives (FN). A true positive means that the prediction and the reference values match, i.e. detected PRAs match processed CLPA extensions. A false positive means that a PRA is detected outside the processed CLPA extensions. By construction, the false positive rate is one hundred percent less the true positive rate. True negatives correspond to areas which are neither detected by our PRA detection method nor included in processed CLPA extensions, and false negatives to processed CLPA extensions that are not detected by our method. As the CLPA processing method applies the same filters than our PRA detection method and because the comparison is restricted to the area covered by CLPA extensions (Sect. 3.3), by construction, the true negative rate equals 100% and the false negative rate equals 0%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detected PRAs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processed CLPA extensions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Principle of a confusion matrix and application to our PRA detection method.

Accuracy and error rates that sum up the confusion matrix are classically computed as follows:

\[
\text{Accuracy rate} = \frac{\text{True positive} + \text{True negative}}{\text{True positive} + \text{True negative} + \text{False positive} + \text{False negative}}.
\]

(1)

\[
\text{Error rate} = \frac{\text{False positive} + \text{False negative}}{\text{True positive} + \text{True negative} + \text{False positive} + \text{False negative}}.
\]

(2)

Since, in our case, the true negative rate equals 100%, these resume to:

\[
\text{Accuracy rate} = \frac{\text{True positive} + 100}{200},
\]

(3)

\[
\text{Error rate} = \frac{\text{False positive}}{200}.
\]

(4)

Eventually, to evaluate the ability of our method to detect i) the right number of PRAs and ii) their correct extension, the confusion matrix is computed both in terms of areas (comparison of the areas of the polygons) and numbers (comparison of the number of polygons).

4 Results

4.1 Results for test areas and massifs

We first illustrate the results of the PRA detection method with the small area close to Chamonix (Figure 3). Avalanche extensions from the CLPA, when processed according to Sect. 3.3, lead to 85 individual PRAs in this area (PRAs/CLPA). For the same area, the automated detection method leads to 107 PRAs within the area covered by CLPA, and to 103 PRAs outside (PRAs/AUTO outside the area covered by CLPA). The latter illustrate remote areas not covered by CLPA, Chamonix city being surrounded by high mountains, which are difficult to access and document.
Among the 107 PRAs detected within the area covered by CLPA, 90 intersect the processed CLPA extensions (PRAs/AUTO inside the areas covered by CLPA and matching PRA/CLPAs). By contrast, 17 PRAs detected within the area covered by CLPA do not intersect the processed CLPA extensions at all (PRAs/AUTO inside the areas covered by CLPA and not matching PRA/CLPAs).

The two confusions matrices are computed for the areas covered by CLPA only. They evaluate the performances of the detection method in terms of number and surface of detected PRAS. In numbers, the 90 detected PRAs that intersect the processed CLPA extensions represent 84.1% of the total number of detected areas within the areas covered by CLPA (true positives, table 2). We remind that the “false positive” cases (15.9%) complements the “true positive” and that 100% of CLPA avalanches are detected according to our evaluation approach, by constraint. We obtain an accuracy rate in number of 92.1% and an error rate of 7.9% (Eqs. 8-9). In terms of areas, the total area covered by the detected PRAs in the areas covered by CLPA is 5.48 km² (Table 2), and, among them, 5.29 km² intersect CLPA extensions (96.5 % of true positives). We obtain an accuracy rate of 98.3 %, and consequently an error rate of 1.7 % in terms of areas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Confusion matrix in areas [km²] (%)</th>
<th>Confusion matrix in numbers (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.29 km² (96.5%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.19 km² (3.5%)</td>
<td>3.56 km² (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>90 (84.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17 (15.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>85 (100%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 : Confusion matrix in areas (%) and numbers (%) for the test area close to Chamonix.

Figure 7 presents massif-scale results of the PRA detection method for the massif of Chartreuse. For this massif, the area covered by CLPA is located on the east flank of the massif along a main ridge and close to the large Gresivaudan valley, which is densely urbanized. Visually, the matching between the PRAs within processed CLPA extensions and the automatically detected PRAs, is excellent. Accuracy rates reach 93.5% in numbers and 96.2% in areas (still computed for the areas covered by CLPA only). Logically, detected PRAs are concentrated close to the ridge, where the only areas in the massif of Chartreuse that are both high and steep enough and forest free are located.

Table 3 sums up accuracy and error rates for the massifs of Chartreuse, Maurienne and Mont-Blanc, the results for the Chamonix test area being also reported for the sake of comparison. While the accuracy rates are similar to those obtained in the Chamonix test area for the massif of Chartreuse and Maurienne, they are slightly lower for the entire massif of Mont-Blanc, notably in numbers (89.8% versus 92.1-93.5% in the two other massifs). Yet, even in the Mont-Blanc massif, accuracy remains always high, especially in areas.

Figs. S2-S3 in the SM displays massif-scale results for the Mont-Blanc and Maurienne massifs. Both of them are largely covered by CLPA, making the obtained accuracy rates even more probative (i.e. they are computed over large areas / a large number of PRAs). The lower accuracy rates for the massif of Mont-Blanc can probably be explained by the fact that avalanche activity is, on average, more exhaustively documented close to release areas with the extension of CLPAs in the massifs of Chartreuse and Maurienne. The reason is that, in the Mont-Blanc massif, many avalanche release areas included within the area covered by CLPA (South-East of Figure S2 in SM) are located at high elevations and in remote zones, and very far from any forest stand. Hence, related avalanche activity was missed during the establishment of CLPAs, as no insights from past snow avalanches could be retrieved, either from testimonies or from photo-interpretation (visual detection of avalanche corridors in forested areas).
slopes). By comparison, in Maurienne and Chartreuse, PRAs in areas covered by CLPA are, on average, located closer to valleys and forest stands, making arguably CLPAs more accurate close to release areas in these massifs.

Figure 7: Result of the proposed PRA detection method (Figure 5) for the entire Chartreuse massif.
4.2 Sensitivity study

Factors involved in the PRA detection method are the minimal elevation, the range of relevant slopes, the maximum distance to ridges, the presence of forest, the minimum size of detected PRAs and the segmentation using watershed delineation. In order to provide insights about the respective weight of these factors, and more generally to assess the sensitivity of our PRA detection method, a parametric study is conducted focusing on the study area close to Chamonix. We first quantify to which extent the successive steps of the detection method gradually increase accuracy rates. In a second time, we more deeply analyse the sensitivity to the most critical factors.

4.2.1 Successive steps of the detection method

Table 4 presents the accuracy and error rates (in numbers and in areas) when the different filters of our detection method are applied successively. First, we see that an accuracy rate of 73.7% in numbers is obtained with the filter on elevation (1400 m a.s.l.) alone. The supplementary effect of the filter on the slope range is rather moderate (accuracy rate increases from 73.7% to 75.5%). The reason is that, for this test area, this filter is not very restrictive, as most of the terrain is very steep. Same holds for the effect of the maximum distance to ridges: a significant gain, but moderate as the filter is not very restrictive (Fig S1 in SM showing that the fraction of terrain located above 600 m from the closest ridge is very small). The filtering of forested areas improves the detection more largely (accuracy rate rises from 77.4% to 81%). Finally, the selection of PRAs with a minimal size of ten 25 m x 25 m pixels greatly improves the comparison of the number of PRAs obtained with our detection method and from the CLPA (accuracy rate rises from 81% to 92.1%). More or less the same conclusion holds if the analysis is conducted in terms of area. An exception in that, logically, the effect of the threshold on the minimal area has much less effect that for the analysis in terms of PRA numbers, as this filter removes only a few pixels, modifying the PRA extensions only very slightly. This all confirms in a pragmatic way the usefulness of all the different steps of the method, even if the effect of one specific filter can be relatively marginal (especially if accuracy scores are already high before applying the considered specific filter).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>In numbers</th>
<th>Accuracy rate (Eq. 3)</th>
<th>Error rate (Eq. 4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chamonix test area</td>
<td>92.1</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chartreuse Massif</td>
<td>93.5</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maurienne Massif</td>
<td>92.1</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mont-Blanc Massif</td>
<td>89.8</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>In areas</th>
<th>Accuracy rate (Eq. 3)</th>
<th>Error rate (Eq. 4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chamonix test area</td>
<td>98.3</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chartreuse Massif</td>
<td>96.2</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maurienne Massif</td>
<td>97.1</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mont-Blanc Massif</td>
<td>96.7</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Summary of accuracy scores calculated in numbers (%) and areas (%) for the different test areas and massifs.

Table 4: Evolution of accuracy and error rates in numbers (%) and areas (%) when applying the different steps/filters of the method successively, test area close to Chamonix.
4.2.2 Effect of the minimal elevation threshold

Table 5 reports the performances with/without the minimal elevation filter. By contrast to the first column of Table 4, here the comparison is with all steps of the method with/without the specific elevation threshold filter. Without the latter, additional PRAs are detected at low elevations (from 1193 to 1400 m a.s.l.), notably in rather unrealistic locations (if avalanches were actually released at these locations, testimonies would definitely have been available and included in CLPAs). Hence, the filter logically increases accuracy rates, confirming its usefulness.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>With a minimal elevation of 1400 m a.s.l.</th>
<th>Without a minimal elevation of 1400 m a.s.l.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In numbers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy rate</td>
<td>92.1</td>
<td>70.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error rate</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>29.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In areas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy rate</td>
<td>98.3</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error rate</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Accuracy and error rates (%) with and without a minimal elevation of 1400 m a.s.l., test area close to Chamonix.

4.2.3 Effect of the slope range

To quantify the effect of the slope range, we compare PRAs obtained when applying different slope intervals 28-60°, 29-60°, and 30-60°. With larger intervals of slopes, more pixels are obviously included within PRAs. For example, the most restrictive range tested (slopes between 30° and 60°) leads to the identification of 218 PRAs in the test area, while the widest range (28-60°) leads to 227 PRAs without decreasing accuracy rates and with the identified PRAs remaining at realistic locations (Figure 8a). We therefore keep the latter larger range, even if considering any of the other tested alternatives would, in fine, not make a large difference.

4.2.4 Comparison of the performances with the different forest databases

Table 6 compares the accuracy and error rates obtained with the different nation-wide forest databases introduced in Sect. 2.2. When forest areas are not removed at all, we obtain the lowest accuracy rates in numbers and areas. This shows the interest of the forest filter to exclude correctly many areas where avalanche release are virtually impossible. By contrast, we obtain the highest accuracy rates when the DB forest from IGN is used (92.1% in numbers and 98.3 % in areas).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Without forest</th>
<th>Theia</th>
<th>Corine land cover</th>
<th>DB forest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In numbers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy rate</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>77.6</td>
<td>82.1</td>
<td>92.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error rate</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In areas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy rate</td>
<td>98.3</td>
<td>89.4</td>
<td>92.7</td>
<td>98.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error rate</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Accuracy and error rates (%) as function of the forest data source: Theia, Corine land cover, DB forest, and without forest at all, test area close to Chamonix.

Figure 8b illustrates visually the differences in detected areas according to the forest database. With Theia, obtained PRAs cover 247 pixels in the test area close to Chamonix, which drops to 228 pixels with the Corine land
cover forest data and to 227 pixels with the forest data of DB forest from IGN. In details, some forested areas obtained from Corine land cover seem to correspond to grasslands according to the aerial photograph, mainly at forest boundaries. In addition, for some low elevation areas, Corine land cover and Theia both indicate dense forests that actually do not exist. Eventually, forested areas provided by Theia are, at some locations, too segmented with regards to reality, which makes that some small PRAs are unrealistically detected when this data is used in some small areas where forest is present in reality. On the contrary, using the DB forest data from IGN, detected PRAS mostly only correspond to high elevations that are forest-free according to the aerial photograph. Only one PRA remains detected at a low elevation near the pylon of a chairlift. This corresponds to an area where a large hiking trail eroded by walkers prevents the forest development, making an avalanche release actually possible, as slope is favorable. All in all, not only the DB forest is arguably the most representative of terrain reality (Figure 2), but its inclusion within the detection method provides the most numerically accurate and visually realistic results.

![Figure 8](https://doi.org/10.5194/nhess-2022-177)

**Figure 8**: (a) Effect of the range of slopes on detected areas, and (b) effect of forest data source on detected areas, test area close to Chamonix. Aerial photograph ©IGN 2015.

### 4.2.5 Impact of the delineation algorithm

Table 7 eventually compares the performances with/without the application of a delineation algorithm to identify individual PRAs. As expected, the individualization of the PRAs has mostly an impact on the number of PRAs, increasing the accuracy rate greatly, from 63.6% to 92.1%. This shows its crucial role to identify PRAs corresponding to realistic individual avalanche paths/events. By contrast, a slight decrease of the accuracy in areas (from 98.7% to 98.3%) is observed. The reason is that keeping PRAs of at least ten pixels only removes very small
areas when the watershed delineation is used that are kept when it is not. Hence inclusion of the watershed delineation algorithm excludes some small areas that were actually part of CLPA extensions. Yet, this effect is very small, and more than largely compensated by the large increase in accuracy regarding PRA numbers / individualisation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DEM with watersheds</th>
<th>DEM without watersheds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>In numbers</strong></td>
<td>Accuracy rate</td>
<td>92.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Error rate</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In areas</strong></td>
<td>Accuracy rate</td>
<td>98.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Error rate</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Accuracy and error rates (%) with and without watershed delineation.

5 Discussion, conclusion and outlooks

5.1 Main outcomes of the work

Avalanche risk assessment is an important issue for the reduction of human causalities and property damages in mountain regions. While past avalanches provide data about dimension and types of avalanches that could occur in the future, this source of information is far from exhaustive and remains limited to specific monitored areas.

Notably, information about avalanche release areas is sparse since the mountain terrain is huge and not always accessible. To map and mitigate avalanche risk at large scales, the automatic detection of PRAs is thus a powerful solution, notably to provide inputs for an avalanche simulation software (e.g., Gruber and Bartelt, 2007). However, existing methods (e.g. Maggioni et al., 2002) suffer from i) a lack of systematic validation on the basis of adapted metrics and past observations over large areas and ii) a limited ability to distinguish PRAs corresponding to individual avalanche paths. To this aim, this study proposes a procedure for the automated detection of PRAs that classically uses topographical parameters and presence of forests as key factors, but includes watershed delineation within the PRA identification, which provides spatial entities more comparable to avalanche paths. PRAs are detected without any consideration of release frequency, and identified PRAs correspond, for each avalanche path, to a maximal release extension. Also, with regards to previous attempts, a stronger emphasis is put on the evaluation of its performances using a set of different metrics (accuracy scores for PRA numbers and areas) by comparison to the CLPA, a long and systematic record of past avalanche extents. Eventually, a comprehensive parametric and sensitivity study is performed, to guide the development of the method and identify parameter values and succession of steps which appear as reasonable in our context.

We developed and applied this method in three entire massifs of the French Alps, Chartreuse, Maurienne, and Mont-Blanc, demonstrating its applicability to large areas at reasonable computational costs, (e.g., among the considered test areas, the Mont-Blanc massif is 578 km²). The evaluation of the performances showed that, logically, high accuracy can more easily be demonstrated in areas where avalanche activity is more exhaustively documented (e.g. higher accuracy rates in Chartreuse with regards to Mont-Blanc, for example). However, obtained accuracy rates were probative in all three test-massifs, between 89.8% and 93.5% in numbers and 96.2 and 97.1% in areas. The chosen three massifs rather well represent the diversity of altitudinal and lithological contexts of the French Alps. Our results therefore suggest that the method could be systematically used for the entire French Alps, a large territory where no automated PRA detection has been systematically implemented so
far to our knowledge. This will allow in the future the detection of PRAs within the 23 massifs even in areas which
are still not covered by CLPA.

5.2 Selected factors and thresholds and comparison to existing methods

We remind that the final parameter/criterion retained within our PRA detection method are as follows: a minimal
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elevation of 1400 m, slopes between 28° and 60°, a distance to the closest ridge limited to 600 m, exclusion of the
forested areas, the individualization of detected areas using a watershed delineation algorithm, and a minimal area
of ten 25 m x 25 m pixels for the resulting PRAs. Most of these choices (except the novelty introduced by the
watershed delineation) are well supported by several past studies (e.g., Maggioni et al., 2002).

As indicated above, a minimal elevation of 1400 m for snow avalanche release seems appropriate in the French
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Alps considering the limited amounts of snow precipitation expected in the future below this elevation. Yet, this
threshold is dependent to the local climate and should be adapted for other regions. Our other choices regarding
slope and distance to ridge are i) in accordance with the state of the art of PRA detection methods (Maggioni and
Gruber, 2003; Bühler et al., 2013), ii) compatible with broader knowledge regarding snow avalanche formation
(Schweizer et al., 2004), iii) well supported by our parametric study.

Our watershed delineation step slightly decreases the accuracy rate in terms of PRA areas, but greatly improves it
in terms of PRAs numbers. As PRA detection is mostly oriented toward avalanche simulations to evaluate hazard
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and risk downslope, and given our definition of a PRA and our goal for their automatic delineation, we see this
large gain in PRA number accuracy as crucial, and much more important that the slight loss in PRA area accuracy.
It avoids unrealistically wide PRAs that correspond to different avalanche paths/events, which may allow
performing simulations corresponding to realistic individual avalanche events.

Our sensitivity study showed higher accuracy rates both in numbers and areas when forested terrain was excluded
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than when this filter was not considered (Table 6). As forest cover is known to be effective to prevent avalanche
release, this result is logical, but seeing it confirmed by ground truth is a supportive argument in favor of our
method. Eventually, we demonstrated that, for the French Alps context, using the DB forest from IGN was the
best choice among the different nation-wide forest data existing, being both the most representative of the reality
of forest cover extensions and providing the best accuracy scores in terms of PRA detection.

The sensitivity analysis performed quantifies, by confrontation to the processed CLPA extensions, the sensitivity
to different parametrizations and pragmatically identifies possible optimal choices, based on the best accuracy
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scores among competing solutions. Notably, Table 4 shows that our combination of choices leads to most sensible
results, both in terms of PRA numbers and areas, and in a variety of massifs representative of the French Alps.
Let us stress that our approach is not a direct comparison to existing algorithms and even less a claim of universal
superiority. For this we would need i) to run all existing algorithms which for now are not available to the
community as open access codes, and ii) to test the different existing algorithms on different datasets with different
characteristics (resolutions, forest cover, topography, climate, etc.), as, possibly, there is no universal “best
algorithm” for PRA detection. This large effort goes beyond the scope of this work, but could be envisaged in the
future (Sect. 5.4).
5.3 Evaluation method

In order to evaluate the proposed PRA detection method, we confronted individualized detected PRAs to the CLPA, after isolating individual release areas within CLPA extensions. However, the quantification of the performances is impacted by the characteristics of the CLPA, being more or less easy depending on the presence/absence and varying exhaustiveness of CLPA extensions (Sect. 2.3). Notably, for areas within the French massifs not covered by CLPA, no performance quantification is obviously possible. Also, it is normal that some PRAs can be detected outside CLPA extensions, as we observe. This is especially the case in remote areas with no trees, where the CLPA may be less exhaustive than closer to the valleys and/or within forests. From this perspective, the results obtained in the different massifs and related accuracy rates are meaningful. By contrast, an avalanche extent which is within the CLPA is almost surely a true avalanche extent. Hence, the CLPA cannot bias the PRA detection towards false locations.

The fact that we apply the same filters to the CLPA extension and to the whole terrain on which PRAs also plays a role. First, our determination of release areas from CLPA extensions adds some uncertainty, e.g., presumably, we do not map release areas exactly within CLPA extensions but may integrate in PRAs from CLPA small parts of flow paths. However, determining from an avalanche that occurred, even if witnessed in real time and even more when observed a-posteriori, what exactly was the release area may be not easy at all, so that virtually any data source may include such uncertainty. Second, “false negatives” are impossible. In other words, PRAs considered as ground truth within CLPA extensions are necessarily identified by our method. We are thus unable to evaluate situations where our filters are too constraining, which may miss areas where avalanches could nevertheless be triggered.

All in all, the validation data we use is certainly not perfect and our validation approach may potentially favour the comparison with our detected PRAs, which may slightly contribute to the high accuracy scores we obtain. However, we recall that validation data regarding true release areas are very seldom, especially over large regions and none of them is arguably exhaustive (in terms of all potential areas) and free of errors (exact maximal extensions). At least the release areas that we derive from CLPA extensions are well available over large regions and exactly correspond to what we are searching: maximal extensions of individual events without any frequency consideration.

Eventually, we adapted devoted tools, confusion matrices and performance criteria that were seldomly used so far to evaluate PRA detection methods (to our knowledge, only in Bühler et al., 2018). Also, validation areas used in the literature are generally small. Here we performed the evaluation of our detection method over large areas (three massifs with diverse characteristics) and both in terms of numbers and areas. This demonstrated i) that, overall, our method performs satisfactory in the French Alps context, ii) the added value /sensitivity of/to each of its steps.

We therefore believe that our systematic approach and rigorous framework is already an important step forward towards more objective PRA detection, to be further used for comparing different detection methods and/or in other contexts with different validation data. Notably, implementing our approach to other data sets would help understand to which extent the high scores we obtain i) are influenced by the validation framework, ii) can be reproduced elsewhere, iii) how the most critical parameter need to be changed to fit various conditions (e.g. lower minimal elevation in colder climate).
5.4 Outlooks

In this study, the PRA detection method was applied to three among the 23 massifs of the French Alps only. Future works may expand the effort to the 23 massifs and provide a detailed statistical assessment of the detected PRAs. This will improve our understanding of PRAs characteristics within the whole French Alps, and possibly allow identifying groups of massifs with common properties in terms of PRAs. This information could also be used, combined with available extreme snowfall/snow depth estimates (Gaume et al., 2013; Le Roux et al., 2021), for a large-scale mapping of avalanche hazard and risk in the French Alps using simulation tools, as already done in other countries such as Switzerland (e.g. Bühler et al., 2018; 2022). The most direct use of our PRAs is to consider all of them and, for each of them, their entire area, as well as “maximal” snow depths and “minimal” friction parameters for avalanche simulation. This may lead to the delineation of the entire avalanche prone terrain. To go further and evaluate hazard and risk levels downslope, obviously additional assumptions/choices are required regarding the magnitude and frequency of potentially triggered avalanche events. This may include several scenarios and/or the entire probability distribution for i) the frequency of trigger in each PRA, ii) the fraction of each PRA which is released, iii) the snow depth, iv) friction parameters, etc. Ultimately, results could be confronted to existing hazard assessment based on interpolation of existing avalanche runout data (Lavigne et al., 2015).

A second potential outlook would be to apply the method as it is in other mountain territories. Notably, rather close to the French Alps, the Pyrenees (Oller et al., 2021) and medium-high mountain ranges such as the Vosges Mountains (Giacona et al., 2017), which are prone to regular to strenuous avalanche activity, could be targeted. Yet, this would probably imply further tuning of some parameters of the method such as minimal elevation and distance to ridge, to adapt these to local peculiarities.

More ambitious outlooks relate to deeper improvements of the PRA detection method: i) make it dynamic to assess PRAs conditional to snow and weather conditions (e.g., Chueca Cía et al., 2014), ii) switch from deterministic to probabilistic detection rules (e.g., Kumar et al., 2019) to, e.g., include in it the uncertainty about the best parameter values to be used, and/or iii) use CLPA extensions not only as an evaluation support but as a training sample to determine PRAs using (object-based) classification algorithms. The added value of these different extensions could be systematically assessed using our evaluation framework and the data on which this study grounds. Eventually, we hope that our data, now freely available for the community, and evaluation framework will, associated to other data sets, foster further benchmarks/inter-comparisons between already existing or new PRA detection methods. This may help drawing firmer conclusions regarding the respective efficiency of the different proposals in different contexts, as a contribution to safer mountain territories.
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